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It’ . . Breakfast, lunch & dinner meals, plus snazzy starters and sides, which contain less than
300 calories each! In addition to crock-pot dishes, foil packs, and various other HG favorites,
this book delivers more than seventy-five soon-to-be-famous HG trios: three-ingredient combos
that consider easy to a complete new level! . This reserve features three hundred fulfilling and
delicious recipes for full-on meals. .J Oatmeal Heaven Creamy Crab Cakes BenedictClassic
Cheesesteak SaladDreamy Butternut Poultry Foil PackBurger-ific Mushroom Melt Buffalo
Chicken Wing Macaroni &n Cheesy Soft Taco in an Egg Mug PB&Bean ’ CheeseBLT PizzaBig
Apple Butternut Squash SoupLoaded Bacon-Wrapped Hot Dogs. Included are .s meal-mania, HG
design! And more!
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Nice! I liked this publication overall.2) It is organized in an extremely easy-to-understand
fashion.ie=UTF8& I used real food when preparing these meals and it generally does not add
that many calories. After having this book for about 3 weeks right now, I ended up purchasing 4
additional books by Hungry Woman and cannot wait around until they arrive! Butter Spray can
be an option, you can use true butter. I was extremely impressed..One strange issue, and I have
no idea if this is an expert or con, I assume it depends on the individual, but a lot of the quality
recipes were for one serving. Im eating better now than previously and cooking a lot more! This
is simply not for most of them, but I was disappointed that many recipes were relatively high in
sodium content (500mg+). Lots a processed food ingredients. LOVE LOVE LOVE This is the
best recipe book ive ever used. Like foil packets, they just list enough elements for just one
packet rather than four. Ive usually tried to stay on the healthier aspect so I would eat more
bland, tasteless foods which would afterwards create cravings. Given that im using this
cookbook, I don't have any cravings because im eating what I want to eat! The dishes are
awesome and simple to use. There are several recipes that call for similar ingredients so you're
not buying TONS of various things at the grocery store. For example: oats. There are a lot of
breakfast recipes that demand oats and it simply very easy that I can utilize them for other
quality recipes as well! other artificial ingredients received as options in some of the recipes,
mainly in the breakfast section to create sweetened oatmeal, in the beginning portion of the
book. Lots and a whole load of low cal ideas! As others have noted, yes this whopper of a
reserve does include its share of so-called "frankenfoods" and such but sometimes whenever
your number one objective is to get or keep that weight off, something's gotta give.As the
author of another 300 Calorie Cookbook, of training course I've tested Lisa's publication. Mine
is a bit different as it goes by the entire meal and strictly limits artificial and processed
ingredients. But to be fair, there are lots of new concepts in her book and I believe most any
weight watcher wouldn't normally find their money wasted here.https://www.amazon.com/300-
Calorie-Dinners-Ladies-Complete-ebook/dp/B01MTGCPPD/ref=sr_1_3?s=books& This is a good
starting place for those who want to make low calorie but don't really have the
data..sr=1-3&keywords=300+calorie+dinners Be wary! I received this book today, and I eagerly
flipped through each section of the book.While I do experience disappointed with the negatives,
I do not regret my purchase.Positive:1) There exists a huge selection of foods. Anything from
mug meals to crock pot to skillet foods and everything in between that you could imagine is in
right here. There is a variety of tastes and cultures honored. I make mostly dinner recipes and
the ones weren't sweet, and do not have got sweeteners as an component. 300 will be a lot of
dishes. The directions are well written and easy to check out. There is hardly ever multiple
recipes on the same web page like some cookbooks. This also adds to sodium content. She
immediately started dealing with it and appears to be enjoying it.5) The nutritional value per
portion is featured near the top of each page. This was a gift for my daughter, who is learning to
cook and plan meals.Negative:1) The sodium content is definitely EXTEMELY HIGH! I desire
there were more photos of the prepared food but I'd still recommend in case you are a Hungry
Girl lover. I thought it was strange because the reserve isn't listed as "cooking food for one.2)
The amount of processed food items used is crazy.3) There are photos of every recipe and
cooresponding Weight Watchers Points Plus points on the HG site.3) While it is not an
enormous negative, there were many brand name products mentioned repeatedly. Generally, we
are eating way too many calories, fat calories, fats, and added sugars. I found both negative and
positive aspects that I will list below. I am substituting processed foods for genuine a lot (egg
beaters for actual eggs and homemade salsa for the canned for example), and also subbing low



carb options when I can. Cookbooks like this one are a good guideline for those who would like
easy and cheap quality recipes to prepare. I really love this cookbook for newbies and people
without much time . I wish there have been more photos of the ready food but I would still
recommend if you are a Hungry Girl fan A very large collection of recipes!. Okay, so some
individuals have beef with this cookbook series because the recipes all call for low-fat, fat-free,
sugar-free of charge and "processed" items. As a dietitian, I really like this cookbook for
newbies and people without much period to get ready healthful meals. Cookbooks Good recipes
yum yum This was a gift for my daughter, who is . What bothers me is certainly that some of
these products are not obtainable in my area.If you feel comfortable plenty of to diverge from
the recipe with regards to ingredients, I recommend doing so! Some of the portions are super
small, but when the calorie count for an entree is 200 calories you can easily double the part
and stay within a very reasonable calorie count... These include calories, sodium, carbs, proteins,
fiber, excess fat, and sugars.4) There are several ingredient swap recommendations.. For some
recipes, it is well over 1,000mg. Five Stars Hungry girl cookbook is great Four Stars liked it Three
Stars Didn't just like the recipes Lots a processed food ingredients. I used real food . It really
wasn't packed with fake elements like some of the reviews experienced me
expecting.qid=1486230031&" Of course you can just multiply the ingredients to make more.I
found the artificial sweeteners &
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